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COMMISSIONER LE C:R/\5: We note Mrs. Pearmain's statement that if the charge 

does not exist the Court is m a positton to quash the convictwn. In our view 

thts charge cannot stand. The facts here clearly show that the conduct of 

the accused was not a public nuisance on the authorit1es which have been 

cited to the Court this morning. Furthermore, we wish to add that if those 

prosecuting wish to use this charge in ;:>roper circumstances then proper 



details of the facts whKh the accused must meet must be 

charge sheet. 

on the 

We wish, however, to add, so far as sentencing is concerned, that we 

have heard this morning a statement from counsel acting on instructions as 

to two incidents which were quite clear;y not put to the learned Magistrate. 

There iS no further evidence, apart from counsel's statement that these 

incidents took place, but if they did so we are d1sturbed that the visit to the 

psychiatrist was not mentioned to the Court and we are also diswrbed as to 

why there should have been no mention of the suicide attempt. 

It is clear to us that in these circumstances if these £acts existed and 

had the Magistrate been made properly aware of them, we are confident that 

he would have approached the question of sentence in a different way. 

Robinson, stand up will you please. You are therefore d1scharged, your 

conviction is quashed. We note that you are going to seek psychiatric help. 

You would do well to do so would you not. If you are suffering from a head 

injury and/or depression you rnight perhaps consider whether you should drink 

alcohol and no doubt you will seek advice on this when you see the 

psychiatrist. 
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